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Abstract
This report describes the joint demonstration of 7 projects in the E3 IST clusters Interfaces and Enhanced Services and Signal Processing & Mixed Reality at the IBC (International Broadcasting Convention) on September 14-18, 2001 in Amsterdam. The participating projects in the IBC2001 were: MEGA, myTV, NexTV, OCCAMM, Openise, SAMBITS, and SoNG. The name of this project was Information Society Technology Village – IST Village. All participating projects addressed a part of the end-to-end chain for broadcast / broadcast service delivery. They represent the collaborative effort in R&D of 50 participating laboratories from industry, government and universities. The projects showed to the industry the potential of the European multimedia platform standard for development and exploitation of advanced interactive multimedia broadcasting. They gave an overview of the scala of applications that can be developed based on DVB-MHP and the use of MPEG-4, MPEG-7, TV-Anytime. Electronic Program Guides, tickers and interactive games are examples of such applications, while full Internet access opens the way to a multitude of integrated broadcast and Internet multimedia services.
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1. Executive Summary

Seven R&D projects in the Information Society Technologies (IST) programme Interfaces & Enhanced Audio-Visual Services of the European Community demonstrated application prototypes for interactive TV and integrated broadcast and Internet services at the International Broadcast Conference (IBC, September 2001) in Amsterdam. These projects represented the collaborative effort in R&D of 50 participating laboratories from industry, government and universities. The results were shown in the IST – Village at the IBC2001.

The projects showed to the industry the potential of the European multimedia platform standard for development and exploitation of advanced interactive multimedia broadcasting. They gave an overview of the scala of applications that can be developed based on DVB-MHP and the use of MPEG-4, MPEG-7 and Internet technology. EPGs, tickers and interactive games are examples of such applications, while full Internet access opens the way to a multitude of integrated broadcast and Internet multimedia services.

The participating projects were:

- **MEGA**: Multisensory Expressive Gesture Applications
- **myTV**: Delivers Anytime
- **NexTV**: From technology to experience
- **OCCAMM**: Interoperable security for a larger digital market
- **OPENISE**: Open Platform for Enhanced Interactive Services
- **SAMBITS**: Combines MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MPEG-7, DVB-MHP and Internet for interactive multimedia broadcasting
- **SoNG**: MPEG-4 platform for I-TV, wireless and the Web.

All projects addressed a part of the end-to-end delivery chain. Whereas SAMBITS considers the overall chain, including the tools for on- and offline multimedia production, NexTV investigates new program concepts in which viewers are involved in the program creation and affect the content of the program. The myTV platform enables consumers to have access to content and services at their convenience, independent of the moment of broadcasting. OCCAMM addresses the problem of open architectures and interfaces for on-line access to digital content with IPR protection and management, seen as an evolutionary process from today's piecemeal initiatives to full-fledged multimedia. SoNG develops building blocks for the next generation of portals and demonstrates in a real-time application how they allow a more natural access to services. OPENISE develops an open end-to-end platform for the support of advanced networked multimedia services with high quality content retrieval and streaming, over broadband, Quality-of-Service enabled IP (Internet Protocol) core and access networks. MEGA shows advanced concepts on how people can interact with expressive programmes.

The CommonDemo@IBC2001 was organized as a project which consisted of 3 work packages and a management team of 3 people. These work packages were: Overall project management and co-ordination (Maddy Janse, Philips Research, Coordinator: NexTV project), Theme development and thematic integration of demo’s (Gerhard Stoll, IRT, Coordinator: Sambits project), and Technical coordination and logistics (Ronald Mies, KPN Research, Partner in NexTV and Sambits projects). The communication with the participating projects was done via the project coordinators or their proxies. The projects were responsible for the quality of their demonstration and for the content of their presentation materials.

The IST-Village presented the convergence of technologies in a concise and attractive way. The importance of open standards in the domain of integrated broadcast and Internet multimedia services was highlighted. Over 2000 visitors came to the IST-Village stand.
2. Project Description

2.1. Objectives
The objectives of the CommonDemo@IBC2001 were:


- To communicate the strengths of collaboration in European R&D projects for advancing the state-of-the-art in interactive digital television and multimedia services.

- To present the core research results of the participating projects in relation to the development of open standards and their importance for the development of enabling technologies for the end-to-end service chain. The themes for the CommonDemo were
  - MPEG-4/ MPEG-7, interactive/enhanced DVB-MHP services,
  - Service delivery platforms and receivers for enhanced broadcast services,
  - Applications, business models, and content protection,
  - Content creation tools and their requirements for the end-to-end broadcast chain.

2.2. Description
Seven projects in the E3 IST clusters Interfaces & Enhanced Services and Signal Processing & Mixed Reality, i.e., the projects MEGA, myTV, NexTV, OCCAMM, OPENISE, SAMBITS and SoNG are working on the future platforms for interactive audio visual services. These projects contribute to the further development and evaluation of open standards, such as, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MPEG-7, MPEG-21, IPMP, TV Anytime, DVB-ETSI, IETF, W3C (VRML), XML, OPIMA and SDMI in the broadcast and Internet domain. Delivery platforms based on open standards for the production, delivery and consumption of multimedia content are core to these projects. They all address a part of the end-to-end delivery chain. These projects presented their achievements at the IBC2001 which was held at the Amsterdam RAI International Exhibition and Congress Centre, The Netherlands, from 14 to 18 September 2001. The IBC (International Broadcast Convention) exhibition is one of the world’s premier broadcast media events. The exhibition features over 1000 companies which demonstrate state of the art technologies. The IBC provides a very good opportunity to disseminate knowledge to the international technical community and to demonstrate the potential of converging and emerging technologies for development of interactive and immersive broadcast applications.

The E3 IST projects demonstrated their achievements covering the full range of the end-to-end delivery chain and the advancements of the state-of-the art for interactive multimedia services in the broadcast domain. They emphasised the exploitation potential of open standards, such as, MPEG-4, MPEG-7, OPIMA and MHP for developing the frontiers of interactivity and personalized aspects of multimedia broadcast and services, for delivery platforms and receivers for enhanced broadcast services, and for open IPMP architectures. The demonstrations addressed the newest developments at the start- and end-point of the chain, i.e., the content creation and production tools and systems, and the end-user interfaces and applications.
3. Participating Projects

3.1. MEGA (Multisensory Expressive Gesture Applications)

The project aims at developing research and novel applications involving non-verbal expressive gesture applications. The objectives are to implement humanistic theories of non-verbal communication and to analysis/synthesis artistic expression in dance and music. The applications envision artistic performances, using audio, video, sensing, and cooperative distributed environments technology.

The MEGA project is centred on the modelling and communication of expressive and emotional content in non-verbal interaction by multi-sensory interfaces in shared interactive mixed reality environments. In particular the project focuses on music performance and full-body movements as first class conveyors of expressive and emotional content. Main research issues are the analysis of expressive gestures (i.e. analysis of the expressive content conveyed through full body movement and musical gestures), the synthesis of expressive gesture (i.e. the communication of expressive content through computer generated expressive gesture, such as music performances, movement of virtual as well as real (robotic) characters, expressive utilization of visual media), the strategies for mapping the data coming from analysis onto the multimodal output.

Project web site: http://www.megaproject.org

Partners are:
- DIST - University of Genova, Lab of Musical Informatics, Genova, Italy. (Coordinator)
- DEI - University of Padova, Padova, Italy
- IPEM - University of Ghent, Ghent, Belgium
- KTH - Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Speech Music and Hearing, Stockholm, Sweden
- Uppsala University, Department of Psychology, Uppsala, Sweden
- Telenor, Oslo, Norway
- Generalmusic, Cattolica, Italy
- Consorzio Pisa Ricerche, Pisa, Italy
- Eidomedia, Genova, Italy

3.2. myTV (Personalized services for digital television)

The objectives of the MyTV project are to develop, standardize, implement, validate and demonstrate a consumer platform with built-in local storage, for personalized services in digital broadcasting and broadband communication. This platform enables consumers to have access to content and services at their convenience, independent of the moment of broadcasting. A second objective is to develop new services exploiting this platform. Appealing examples include the ability to turn local storage into a personalized television channel, non-linear browsing of television content, interactive and targeted advertising, and easy navigation through the massive amount of content offered. The third objective is to provide true interoperability, both across different service providers and across different box manufacturers. Therefore contribution to and adherence to standards is another important objective of the myTV project. The myTV project demonstrates new options for future television. Through its active involvement in the TV Anytime Forum it proposes new solutions, and validates them by developing implementations on MHP based personal video recorder platforms. myTV makes TV Anytime's slogan “Watch what you want, when you want” happen for the user. The following features will create this experience:

- **Personalized TV channel**: Using automatic recording based on your user-profile the system will automatically record programs that you like, thus giving you a virtual channel with programs that fit your interest.

- **Trailer recording**: When a trailer of a program is broadcast, just pressing the record button will make the system record the program for you whatever the broadcast time and channel will be.

- **Group recording**: Broadcasters and service providers can provide a grouping of programs such as *the best movies this week* or *this year’s programs about the environment* making it easy to record many interesting programs in one instant.

- **Remote programming**: Via the Internet the system can be controlled, allowing you to select programs for recording. Additionally indirect access is possible by navigating to web pages of e.g. broadcasters and
selecting to send a suggestion for an interesting program to your system.

- **Browsing stored content:** Programs that have been recorded can be easily browsed. Information about the program will help you decide whether to play it back or not.

The myTV project effectively combines TV-Anytime’s solutions for local storage and 3rd party meta data services with MHP. The system relies on content reference identifiers (CRIDs) that are being standardized in the TV-Anytime Forum. Using CRIDs it becomes possible to uniquely refer to TV content allowing to select a program for recording before broadcast time and date are known. Furthermore it allows for sending a CRID from a web site to the personal video recorder.

Project web site: http://www.extra.research.philips.com/euprojects/mytv

Partners are:

- Philips Research (co-ordinator),
- Nokia Corporation,
- BBC- British Broadcasting Corporation
- NOB – Nederlands Omroepproduktie Bedrijf
- RAI – Radiotelevisione Italiana
- University of Ljubljana
- NDS

### 3.3. NexTV (New media consumption in Extended interactive TeleVision environment.)

Conventional media consumption mostly takes place in a broadcast fashion (magazines, television etc.) and the business models associated with it are well practiced. The web has introduced an interactive form of consumption that necessitates totally new business models that are beginning to be mature. It is inevitable that broadcasting industry will augment today’s ways of consuming content, e.g. by adding navigation support, storage, etc. For the above mentioned reasons the purpose of the project is two-fold: 1) Carry out studies on the additional business models that will be made possible by the proposed extensions to the broadcast scenario, as mentioned above. 2) Develop an experimental set up to create the services and consume them on a consumer platform and verify the business models they should support.

The objectives of the NexTV project are to carry out studies on new business models for interactive digital television that are made possible by new multimedia technologies, to produce the technical specification for an end-to-end system which integrates the technologies needed by the above business models (e.g. MPEG-2, HTML, MPEG-4, XML, etc.), to contribute this specification to international initiatives (MPEG, IETF, DVB, W3C), to develop and extend software for the creation, delivery and consumption of the new interactive services, to create applications which demonstrate the new services and validate the tools, and to validate the overall results of the project through an end-to-end experimental set up.

The NexTV project demonstrated interactive applications by using MPEG-4 and interactive DVB-MHP platforms. One application, TOONS, is a digital interactive storytelling application for children. This application was developed in an iterative process in which input from users was elicited to provide input for the development of scenarios which formed the basis for the creation of content to make the different storylines for the application, i.e., an interactive content engineering process. This user-driven application explored what can be accomplished on the MPEG-4 platform and on the MHP platform, with regard to actual user involvement and interactivity. In other words, how far can we get in satisfying the user-generated requirements with the available technology and tools? Another characteristic of this application is the use of tangible user interface devices for interaction with the system and the content. The second application, myGuide, is an interactive program guide for the general audience. This application provides personalised TV entertainment and information, integrates Internet and broadcast on the receiver, and provides E-commerce links via the TV. This application showed the seamless integration of broadcast/ narrowcast and webcontent at the client site. It combines widespread media formats and provides multiple concurrent providers for one client. Part of the technology for this application was provided by the 3D SoNG player which was developed in the SoNG project. The application scenario for the myGuide application was also demonstrated on an ATSC platform to show the scope of the NexTV technology.

Project web site: http://www.extra.research.philips.com/euprojects/nextv

Partners are:

- Philips Research (co-ordinator)
3.4. **OCCAMM (Open Components for Controlled Access to Multimedia Material)**

The OCCAMM project addresses the problem of open architectures and interfaces for on-line access to digital content with IPR protection and management, seen as an evolutionary process from today’s piecemeal initiatives to full-fledged multimedia. The activity concentrates on developing enabling tools for the controlled delivery and consumption of multimedia information over networks, as well as setting up prototype applications and services based on the selected technologies to prove their effectiveness. To that end, a test platform will be constructed which will incorporate state-of-the-art content protection tools into a secure infrastructure compliant to the specification of international standard bodies, including OPIMA, SDMI and MPEG. Trials will be conducted with this facility, involving real end-users both in the home and in schools, to validate innovative business models for the benefit of market operators.

The main objectives of the OCCAMM project are: 1) to specify and develop a series of enabling tools and components, compatible with emerging open standards (OPIMA, SDMI, MPEG), which will handle the controlled access, delivery, consumption and rights management of multimedia information; 2) to establish a number of commercially-driven applications utilizing the aforementioned tools, which will deliver the needs of all participants in the above business; 3) to define and monitor performance levels in trial environments for such applications, and to point out additional actions needed for subsequent full and successful commercial exploitation. The developed trial facility aims also at representing a European test-bed where new pieces of technology specified by the main standardization fora in the field of content protection can be assessed and a co-ordinated European input to standard bodies can be provided.

The aim of the OCCAMM demonstration was to emulate a realistic user experience on an OPIMA-enhanced set-top box. The message that was conveyed was that OCCAMM is in control of all the key technological components that are needed to set up an open security infrastructure in a broadcast environment, and that such components are available for exploitation.

**Project web site:** [http://sharon.cselt.it/projects/occamm](http://sharon.cselt.it/projects/occamm)

**Partners are:**

- TILAB
- SIA
- EdV
- EPFL
- FhG
- CRL
- Philips Research
- ADETTI
- KPN
- Avanti
3.5. OPENISE (Open Platform for Enhanced Interactive Services)

The OPENISE project aims to define, develop and experiment with an open, scalable platform for the delivery of enhanced interactive services, featuring both natural and synthetic content types. After an analysis of emerging multimedia technologies, the project will develop two major applications in different scenarios, giving access to high quality content retrieval and streaming (MPEG2/MPEG4), as well as virtual worlds (based on MPEG4 and VRML extensions), relying on an innovative application, content and streaming platform. To support applications efficiently, the project will specify and integrate a broadband platform featuring advanced QoS capabilities as well as fast access technologies (ADSL/ADSL Lite/Broadband Wireless). Application, content and network components will be integrated in a prototype laboratory platform to finally perform service/technical experiments aimed at evaluating the project platform performance with regard to end-user, service and content provider requirements.

The objectives of Openise are to develop an open and scalable platform for the support of advanced networked multimedia services with high quality content retrieval and streaming (MPEG2/MPEG4) including innovative multi-user communication capabilities. To define/prototype a high performance application and streaming platform. To define/author advanced applications carefully designed to exploit the platform, as well as to create a realistic, friendly and interactive end-user experience. To study/implement protocols and technologies for the network delivery platform, ensuring efficient support of QoS, IP Multicasting and fast access on copper (xDSL) and radio (Radio P-MP). To integrate/set-up application, content and network components in laboratory platforms. To define/perform service/technical experiments to evaluate the project platform performance with regard to end-user, service and content provider requirements. Openise deals with the wedding of MPEG4 with IP/QoS protocols, and is setting up an end-to-end streaming platform to demonstrate it. Except the Client and Streaming Server part, three multimedia applications were demonstrated that showed these functionalities. The applications concerned: a guided tour in virtual archeological monuments, a cine store, interactive VOD, and an interactive conference.

Project web site: http://www.ist-openise.net

Project partners are:

- Thales Broadcast Multimedia (Co-ordinator)
- France Telecom R&D
- CEFRIEL
- FHW
- Compaq
- NTUA
- INRIA
- Orckit
- Siemens ICN
- Videotime
- T-Nova

3.6. SAMBITS (System for Advanced Multimedia Broadcast & Information Technology Services)

SAMBITS brings MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 technology to the broadcast industry and the related Internet services. The project will be able to provide multimedia services to a terminal that can display any type of general interest integrated broadcast/Internet services with local and remote interactivity. This is a cost-effective solution that is of immediate commercial interest because it is using the technological Internet and DVB broadcast infrastructure already in place. SAMBITS will develop a multimedia studio system and demonstrate integrated (Internet and DVB Broadcast) services using consumer-type terminal demonstrator. The technological basis for the system will be MPEG-2/-4/-7 where contributions will be made to the standards. Standardized systems are recognized to be advantageous for horizontal markets (e.g. increased competition). SAMBITS develops methods for service providers to integrate MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 data.

The objectives of the SAMBITS project are to provide DVB broadcast with complementary Internet services and vice versa. The linkage will enable the consumer a personalized and easier access to multi media applications like E-commerce, training, information and broadcast retrieval. The project targets to develop - studio technology (offline and real-time) for interactive multimedia services based on MPEG-4 and MPEG-7, including synchronizing broadcast and Internet content, - terminal technology for integrated interactive broadcast/Internet exception (successfully compose different types of multimedia content), - service examples for tests with a user panel for customer acceptance. SAMBITS provides Europe with a lead in creating these services and will act as the major European contributor to the MPEG-7 standard (as well as DVB) for human interaction in combined broadcast and Internet applications.
SAMBITs deals with the overall broadcast chain, including, production, postproduction, multiplexing transmission and reception. Two parts were demonstrated at the IBC' 2001, the studio production site as well as the receiving terminal site.

Project web site: http://www.irt.de/sambits/

Project partners are:
- IRT
- EBU UER
- Brunel University
- BBC
- Heinrich-Hertz-Institut für Nachrichtentechnik
- KPN Research
- Philips Research France
- Queen Mary University of London
- Siemens
- Telenor
- FhG IPSI
- Bayerischer Rundfunk

3.7. SoNG (Portals of Next Generation)

Portals is a new term, synonymous with access point to resources and services on the Web. Typical services offered by portals include directory of resources, search facility, news, e-mail, phone, map information, and sometimes a community forum. These services generally rely on point-and-click on structured information like characters, still pictures or 2D graphics. The project investigates, develops and standardizes the building blocks for the next generation of portals. These building blocks include existing Web technologies, but also 3D computer graphics elements as in computer games, intelligent agents embodied in realistic avatars, new user-friendly interfaces and real-time audiovisual communications.

The project demonstrated how these EW technologies, integrated in a sample e-commerce application, allow an easier and more natural access to resources and services. The objectives of SoNG are to develop building blocks for the next generation of portals and to demonstrate in a real-time application how they allow a more natural access to services. The building blocks are: 1) shared, dynamic and real-time virtual spaces; 2) Animation of realistic synthetic faces and bodies; 3) Software agents capturing human characteristics and learning user profiles; 4) Intuitive interfaces for navigation and interaction in information spaces; 5) Delivery of information with QoS monitoring. The application is an E-commerce application allowing navigation in synthetic real sites populated with shops. In these sites, users can inspect goods, communicate with virtual or real humans and make transaction. It will develop the application as follows: 1) Specification of application and user requirements; 2) Application development, with the latest release of the technology platform. Feedback to the technology platform developers; 3) Test and validation of the application in a realistic environment. Feedback to the application and technology platform developers.

Project web site: http://www.octaga.com/SoNG-Web/

Project partners are:
- France Telecom R&D (co-ordinator)
- FhG IMK
- GET
- ICSTM
- Inria
- RUS
- Siemens
- Telenor R&D
- T-Nova, Berkom
4. Organisation & planning

The CommonDemo@IBC2001 was organized as a project which consisted of 3 work packages and a management team of 3 people. These work packages were:

- Overall project management and co-ordination (Maddy Janse, Philips Research, Coordinator: NexTV project). The activities concerned the overall management, taking care of the relationships and communications between projects, project partners, and the Commission, and being the liaison between outside parties and subcontractors for booth design and building and the project partners.

- Theme development and thematic integration of demo’s (Gerhard Stoll, IRT, Coordinator: Sambits project). The activities concerned working out the thematic topics of the demonstrations, acquisition of the thematic contributions of the participating projects and dissemination and communication of results to IBC audience.

- Technical coordination and logistics (Ronald Mies, KPN Research, Partner in NexTV and Sambits projects). The activities included the coordination and implementation of the demo’s of the participating projects, the logistics for building up the demo’s, the equipment, the practical and daily arrangements of the booth.

Communication with the participating project was done via the project coordinators or their proxies. The projects were responsible for the quality of their demonstration and for the content of their presentation materials.

The overall planning of the operation is shown in table 1. Guidelines and instructions were made for the projects to deliver their information in a timely fashion and of the required quality. The design and building of the stand and the publication of presentation materials, flyers and flat panel presentations, was outsourced. One of the major objectives was to provide a professional appearance and a uniform look and feel to the overall stand. One of the first measures to achieve this was to create a name for the endeavour, i.e., IST-Village, in which individual projects could maintain their individuality while the cohesion and relation between the projects was emphasized.

Designing the IST-Village was quite a challenge for the design company as they had to accommodate seven different customers on a relatively small booth surface (120 m²). It is much more common for such organisations to have one large customer in one booth. Furthermore, our research projects had totally different requirements with regard to equipment and importance of showing the technical details than, for example, commercial organisations. The proportion equipment space to floor space was for the IST Village 4-5 times as large as for other stands. Also the number of people staffing the demonstrations during the event was 4–5 times as large as for other stands. The major goal for the IST-Village was to disseminate the results of collaborative R&D projects. This is quite a different mission than attracting prospective clients.

Two formal meetings were organised with all the project coordinators to tune the operation. In addition, the project team had extensive communication, mainly by email, phone and visits to the design company.

The financial organisation of the operation was initially carried by one organisation, i.e., Philips. A proposal was submitted to the Commission and granted. All participating projects were asked, i.e., the coordinating partner, for a financial contribution. Each project coordinator was advised to divide the costs over the partners of their project.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WP0</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>Sept.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall co-ordination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Proposal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wk14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install Management Team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wk14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wk11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kick-off -IB-3C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wk19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate IB-3C meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wk 27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibit Sept. 14-18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wk37-38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| WP1          |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
| Theme for input to the design |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
| version1     |       |       |      | wk16 |      |        |      |
| freeze       |       |       |      | wk25 |      |        |      |
| Individual project demonstrations |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
| version1     |       |       |      | wk16 |      |        |      |
| freeze       |       |       |      | wk25 |      |        |      |
| Common demo  |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
| version1     |       |       |      | wk16 |      |        |      |
| freeze       |       |       |      | wk25 |      |        |      |
| Draft design  |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
|             |       |       |      | wk27 |      |        |      |
|             |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
|             |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
|             |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
|             |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
|             |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
|             |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
|             |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
|             |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |

| WP2          |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
| Tech.specs individual demo's |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
| Tech.specs.overall exhibit   |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
| Co-ordinating tech specs with EDG |       |       |      |      |      |        |      |
| Logistics plan               |       |       |      |      | wk22 |        |      |
| Individual info to fill in log. Plan |       |       |      |      | wk27 |        |      |
| Bulk info to IBC             |       |       |      |      |      |        | wk28 |
| Fill in details with EDG & IBC |       |       |      |      |      |        | wk33 |
| Fill in details with partners |       |       |      |      |      |        | wk34 |
| IBC demonstration            |       |       |      |      |      |        | wk37/38|
| Co-ordinate build-up         |       |       |      |      |      |        | wk37 |
| Facilitate demo's            |       |       |      |      |      |        | wk38 |

Table 1: Timetable of the operation
5. Results

The IST-Village presented the convergence of technologies in the domain of enhanced broadcast services in a concise and very attractive way. The importance of open standards for the development of services and platforms was highlighted. New interactive end-user applications challenging the state-of-the-art of tools for implementation and highlighting the potential for new services and new business roles were presented. Open standards, such as MHP, MPEG-4, MPEG-7, OPIMA, IPMP, SDMI, TV Anytime, for innovation and advancement of the European multimedia industry were communicated in a concerted way from a truly international perspective and with active participation of the R&D divisions of the key industrial stakeholders to the industrial technical community in the broadcast and multimedia service domain, i.e., to the people who are instrumental in exploitation of the research results of shared-cost RTD projects.

5.1. Some statistics

The IBC2001 listed 800 exhibitions. 36000 people visited the IBC2001. This was less than previous years due to the events of September 11, 2001. 2000 visitors came to the IST village stand. Note, that the stand was listed in the IBC brochure under the name EC IST enhanced Services and was located in a rather far corner of the premises. For each projects about 500 flyers were distributed (see separate file with the PDF files of the flyers). In addition to the IST Village, the myTV, NexTV and Sambits projects distributed press releases (see Appendix). The Sambits projects was featured in the IBC Daily. MyTV was featured within the context of an issue on TV-Anytime in the IBC Daily. 2-4 people were staffing each project on a daily basis.

5.2. Experiences

An important effect of the IST Village was the transfer of knowledge between the participating projects. Nearly a week of exposure and working together is very effective to achieve this in harmony. All projects had ample opportunity to communicate with representatives of industry, i.e., broadcast industry, manufacturers of broadcast and service delivery equipment, theatre and cinema directors, motion capture specialists, interactive television companies. The feedback from those visitors was very positive and provided many useful suggestions for follow-up. For the projects, it also proved to be a good environments for some semi-testing of their application scenario’s.

The professional look of the booth attracted a lot of people and caused a surprise effect, i.e., people don’t expect this from researchers. It was also very different from the usual stands in the New Technology Campus. Working together with professional stand designers and professional stand builders resulted in an exposition which appealed to a much larger audience than just the research community. The stand provided enough space for people to meet and conduct ‘off-line’ discussions.

Working with professional stand builders took a lot of the organisational burden away from the projects. A lot of practicalities were taken care off and the project staff could concentrate on their demonstrations and their audience.
6. Conclusion

The participation to the IBC was a success for all participants and an excellent way to disseminate the results of the participating projects. It was a good venue for technology transfer between projects and creation of synergy amongst the wide variety of participating organisations.

The formula that we used resulted in a ‘small investment, high gain’ result, since the costs could be divided over all the participating project partners (over 50 organisations). A major risk is the dependency of the projects on each others performance. That is, one failing or under performing project could spoil the complete exhibition. A fallback scenario is advised. Furthermore, an operation like participating in a common demo reveals weak points of participating projects with regards to management and clarity about financial responsibilities. Note that one of the partners has to carry the financial risks.

A good organisation with a project management team is crucial. The minimum requirements regarding skills and experiences are: experience with public relations, affinity with technical designs, good contacts with IBC organisers, experience with managing large projects, and understanding engineers and researchers. A team of three persons for a full time effort of 3-4 months is the minimum. In sum, the IST Village at the IBC2001 was a great success for all involved and worth repeating.
## 7. Financial Report

### Cost statement IBC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part A – Expenditure/eligible costs:</th>
<th>Part B – Revenues:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a’) costs of staff assigned to the operation</td>
<td>(a) direct revenue expected from the operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b’) travel and subsistence expenses for staff involved in the operation</td>
<td>(b) contribution by the applicant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c’) cost of equipment, land and immovable property (rent, purchase)</td>
<td>(c) contributions by other organisations (please specify)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d’) cost of consumables and supplies</td>
<td>(d) contribution requested from the Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e’) any other direct costs:</td>
<td>(e) estimated bank interest generated by the grant requested over the period of implementation of the operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Stand construction</td>
<td>(f) where applicable, other contributions by the Commission for the same operation (please specify)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Rent exhibition space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f’) general costs charged to the operation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(in euros)</th>
<th>(in euros)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9,370.00</td>
<td>16,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19,020.87</td>
<td>99,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92,460.65</td>
<td>31,811.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26,460.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL ELIGIBLE COSTS** 147,311.52

**TOTAL** 147,311.52
### Other sources of finance

The consortia participating in this IBC exhibition will all contribute an equal share;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Project leader</th>
<th>Contribution (euro)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAMBITS</td>
<td>Gerhard Stoll</td>
<td>16,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyTV</td>
<td>Gerhard Mekenkamp</td>
<td>16,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCAMM</td>
<td>Stefano Dal Lago</td>
<td>16,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENISE</td>
<td>Marco di Concetto</td>
<td>16,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONG</td>
<td>Olivier Avaro</td>
<td>16,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA</td>
<td></td>
<td>16,500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**                                                                                                       **99,000.00**

---

**Declaration by the applicant:**

I, the undersigned, certify that the information given in this application is correct.

**Person responsible in the applicant organisation for the technical operation:**

**Name:** Dr. Maddy Janse  
**Function:** Senior scientist  
**Signature:** Date: 28 June 2002

**Person responsible in the applicant organisation for the financial operation:**

**Name:** Peter Huiskes  
**Function:** Financial manager  
**Signature:** Date: 28 June 2002
8. Appendix A: Press releases

IST - Village

European Union R&D projects in the IST programme *Interfaces & Enhanced Audio-Visual Services* show their newest results building on MHP and integrating MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MPEG-7 and Internet technologies.

At the International Broadcast Conference (Westthal, stand 3.111) in Amsterdam, seven R&D projects in the Information Society Technologies programme of the European Community demonstrate application prototypes for interactive TV and integrated broadcast and Internet services. These projects represent the collaborative effort in R&D of 50 participating laboratories from industry, government and universities.

The projects show to the industry the potential of the European multimedia platform standard for development and exploitation of advanced interactive multimedia broadcasting. They give an overview of the scala of applications that can be developed based on MHP and the use of MPEG-4 and MPEG-7. EPGs, tickers and interactive games are examples of such applications, while full Internet access opens the way to a multitude of integrated broadcast and Internet multimedia services.

Using MPEG-4 for A/V-Streaming makes it possible to transport media objects in a flexible way and with accurate timing of their presentation. Furthermore, the composition of media objects can be customized and the interaction can take place in the scene. Also, new media objects (2D, 3D) can be locally created.

MPEG-7 gives the basis for advanced applications for content retrieval, navigation and querying by users. TV Anytime makes it possible for viewers to watch programmes in the way they want and when they want it.

All projects address a part of the end-to-end delivery chain. Whereas SAMBITS considers the overall chain, including the tools for on- and offline multimedia production, NexTV investigates new program concepts in which viewers are involved in the program creation and affect the content of the program. The myTV platform enables consumers to have access to content and services at their convenience, independent of the moment of broadcasting. OCCAMM addresses
the problem of open architectures and interfaces for on-line access to digital content with IPR protection and management, seen as an evolutionary process from today’s piecemeal initiatives to full-fledged multimedia. SoNG develops building blocks for the next generation of portals and demonstrates in a real-time application how they allow a more natural access to services. OPENISE develops an open end-to-end platform for the support of advanced networked multimedia services with high quality content retrieval and streaming, over broadband, Quality-of-Service enabled IP (Internet Protocol) core and access networks. MEGA shows advanced concepts on how people can interact with expressive programmes.

The IST-Village gives a glimpse of the future by giving demonstrations and scenarios that make full use of the advantages of open standards and the use of the new European standard for the multimedia home platform.

The IST-Village participating projects are:

- **MEGA**: Multisensory Expressive Gesture Applications
- **myTV**: Delivers Anytime
- **NexTV**: From technology to experience
- **OCCAMM**: Interoperable security for a larger digital market
- **OPENISE**: Open Platform for Enhanced Interactive Services
- **SAMBITS**: Combines MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MPEG-7, DVB-MHP and Internet for interactive multimedia broadcasting
- **SoNG**: MPEG-4 platform for I-TV, wireless and the Web.

For more information on these projects visit: [www.cordis.lu/ist/ka4/vision/home.html](http://www.cordis.lu/ist/ka4/vision/home.html)
Philips Research

Press information

Amsterdam, September 14, 2001 / 010901

Philips and myTV partners bring TV-Anytime to life

World's first complete prototype system represents important milestone towards personal video recorders based on open standards.

At the International Broadcast Conference in Amsterdam (Westhal, stand 3.111), Philips Research and its partners in the European project myTV*) today showed the world’s first prototype of a personal video recorder (PVR) system based on TV-Anytime open standards. PVRs with local storage will revolutionize the way people watch television, as broadcast times and schedules become irrelevant. Trailer recording, group recording, remote programming and segmentation offer broadcasters and content providers new ways to attract and keep their viewers. Open standards, as being developed by the TV-Anytime forum, are essential for a strong evolution of this new business.

PVRs automatically select and store TV programmes according to viewers’ preferences by analyzing content descriptions (‘metadata’) broadcast along with TV programmes and comparing these to the preference profile of the user. Proprietary PVRs, where the consumer device and metadata service form a closed system, have been deployed for some time. The TV-Anytime forum, consisting of 160 parties covering the entire broadcast chain (content creators, broadcasters, service providers, telecommunications companies and manufacturers of consumer devices), is developing open standards for the end-to-end signalling necessary to enable PVRs. This will enable consumers to explore and acquire a much wider range of TV content from a variety of sources, including new online interactive services.

Defining and demonstrating standards

The myTV project, led by Philips Research, takes a leading role in defining and demonstrating TV-Anytime standards. It proposes new solutions and validates them by developing prototype applications. myTV makes TV-Anytime’s slogan “watch what you want, when you want” happen for the user. The prototype PVR now developed is the first complete TV-Anytime system and as such an important milestone in the creation of this standard.

The demonstrator is a PVR driven by TV-Anytime data delivered within a digital video broadcast (DVB-MHP) signal or provided by one of a number of Internet servers. The system demonstrates many new options for future television. Examples are trailer recording (when a trailer of a programme is broadcast, just pressing the record button will make the system record the programme whatever the broadcast time or channel will be), group recording (for example recording all the programmes in a series at one push of a button), remote programming (controlling the system via the Internet or mobile phone, or receiving suggestions for interesting programmes via broadcasters websites), a personal TV channel (creating a virtual channel by automatically recording programmes that match the user’s interest profile) and segmentation (allowing the predefined non-linear use of recorded content). In addition, tools were developed which allow easy browsing through stored content and help the user to decide whether he wants to play a programme back or not. Within the project, Nokia developed a PVR based on TV-Anytime, which runs on top of the Nokia Mediaterminal and the Open Standard Terminal Platform (OST). This demonstrates the true interoperability of the TV-Anytime standard.

Downloadable applications

BBC, NOB and RAI have developed applications that can be downloaded to the PVR, showing that users have the freedom to choose applications from various broadcasters. The BBC application offers easy navigation and a profile based virtual channel. The NOB and RAI applications allow access to items in

*) myTV (multimedia TV) is a project to define open standards for TV-Anytime personal video recorder systems.
news programmes in the way users want. The University of Ljubljana developed a website with information about television programmes and the option to send a record command to the PVR by clicking on a programme. This shows that third parties have the opportunity to act as service providers by using TV-Anytime open standards.

New markets

Open standards, such as being developed and shown in this project, are essential for a strong and rapid evolution of this new market. They allow users to access all programme information, recommendation and automatic programming services they want. Furthermore, by combining TV-Anytime, MHP and local storage, an even broader range of new applications is created, for example targeted advertising and subsequent purchasing via the return channel.

*) myTV is an IST project sponsored by the European Union and led by Philips Research. Cooperating partners are Nokia, British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), Dutch Broadcasting Services Corporation (NOB), RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana, University of Ljubljana and NDS.

More information on myTV is available from http://www.extra.research.philips.com/euprojects/mytv/

Development of the user interface

Philips Research is part of Royal Philips Electronics. Besides the main laboratory in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, there are Research laboratories in France, Germany, the United Kingdom, Italy, Belgium, Taiwan, China, India, and the United States of America (collectively some 3,000 people). Philips Research concentrates on investigating promising options for innovations, which are turned into new or improved products of the Philips product divisions. About 0.9% of sales of Philips is spent on these corporate research activities, while total R&D efforts amount to approximately 7.3% of sales.

More information on Philips Research on: www.research.philips.com

Royal Philips Electronics of the Netherlands is one of the world’s biggest electronics companies and Europe’s largest, with sales of EUR 37.9 billion in 2000. It is a global leader in color television sets, lighting, electric shavers, color picture tubes for televisions and monitors, and one-chip TV products. Its 212,390 employees in more than 60 countries are active in the areas of lighting, consumer electronics, domestic appliances, components, semiconductors, and medical systems. Philips is quoted on the NYSE (symbol: PHG), London, Frankfurt, Amsterdam and other stock exchanges. News from Philips is located at www.news.philips.com

For more information:
Koen Joosse
Philips Research Public Relations
Tel.: +31 40 27 43703
Prof. Holstlaan 4 (WB 22)
Fax: +31 40 27 44947
5656 AA Eindhoven
E-mail:koen.joosse@philips.com
The Netherlands
Philips and NexTV partners demonstrate interactive TV programme creation

Project explores applications and business models of interactive digital television using new multimedia technologies

At the International Broadcast Conference (Westhal, stand 3.111) in Amsterdam, Philips Research and its partners in the NexTV project today presented a number of prototype applications for interactive television. A spectacular example is a story telling application for children, which engages them in the process of telling and enriching stories through television broadcast by providing them with the means for exploration, manipulation and creation of content. The application offers several decision points, story lines, characters, etc. Children can choose between these story elements during the actual broadcast and create a story to their own liking. The NexTV project develops new concepts for interactive TV based on the combined technical possibilities offered by MPEG-4, DVB-MHP (Digital Video Broadcast – Multimedia Home Platform) and the Internet.

Digital television opens up numerous new opportunities for making television more personalized and interactive. By integrating the interactivity of the Internet and the established position of the TV set as consumers’ primary source of information and entertainment, applications can be devised ranging from advanced electronic programme guides, interactive advertising or on-line shopping, to gaming and interactive shows. These kind of services and applications are rapidly emerging, especially with the recent launch of the DVB-MHP platform.

The NexTV project aims at exploring attractive new concepts for consumer applications that use this increased design freedom. The project investigates business models for interactive television applications, produces the technical specifications to realize them, and contributes to international standardization initiatives to facilitate the build-up of the necessary protocols and infrastructure. Practical demonstrations are created to validate the developed tools.

Create your own story

By offering multiple video streams and applying decision points throughout a programme, it is possible to create personalized TV programmes. The NexTV demonstrator has implemented this in the interactive story telling application TOONS, where children can choose their favourite characters or a story line and add other story elements during the broadcast. The application is realized using MPEG-4 and MHP technology. In this type of application, users interact with the content, within one programme. The realization for the children is perceived as: *What you see is not what I see, but we receive the same programme.*

Another example is an interactive programme guide which provides integrated access to TV and the Internet, offers personalized recommendations and enables E-commerce links via the TV. Users can shop in a virtual shopping centre and communicate with sales agents via a back-channel. On the same system, users can receive broadcast and web content from different service providers and in different formats, thus providing easy access to the rapidly increasing amount of information and entertainment offered. In this type of application, users interact with programmes and services.

Integration

An important aspect of the project is to provide specifications that allow for integration between standards which now target specific applications, such as MPEG, IETF, DVB-MHP, W3C, Web3D, XML. In this
way, we pave the way to a full exploitation of the exiting opportunities offered by the advent of digital television.

*) NexTV is an IST project sponsored by the European Union and led by Philips Research. Cooperating partners are Imperial College of Science Technology and Medicine, T-Nova Berkom, GMD Fokus, Optibase, Telecom Italia Lab (TILAB), NSSE – Sony Service Center Europe, KPN Research, Sun Microsystems, Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI), Dutch Broadcasting Services Corporation (NOB), France Telecom R&D. More information on NexTV is available from http://www.extra.research.philips.com/euprojects/nextv

Digital interactive story telling with the TOONS application

Philips Research is part of Royal Philips Electronics. Besides the main laboratory in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, there are Research laboratories in France, Germany, the United Kingdom, Italy, Belgium, Taiwan, China, India, and the United States of America (collectively some 3,000 people). Philips Research concentrates on investigating promising options for innovations, which are turned into new or improved products of the Philips product divisions. About 0.9% of sales of Philips is spent on these corporate research activities, while total R&D efforts amount to approximately 7.3% of sales.

More information on Philips Research on: www.research.philips.com

Royal Philips Electronics of the Netherlands is one of the world’s biggest electronics companies and Europe’s largest, with sales of EUR 37.9 billion in 2000. It is a global leader in color television sets, lighting, electric shavers, color picture tubes for televisions and monitors, and one-chip TV products. Its 212,390 employees in more than 60 countries are active in the areas of lighting, consumer electronics, domestic appliances, components, semiconductors, and medical systems. Philips is quoted on the NYSE (symbol: PHG), London, Frankfurt, Amsterdam and other stock exchanges. News from Philips is located at www.news.philips.com

Koen Joosse
Philips Research Public Relations
Prof. Holstlaan 4 (WB 22)
5656 AA Eindhoven The Netherlands

Tel.: +31 40 27 43703
Fax: +31 40 27 44947
E-mail: koen.joosse@philips.com
SAMBITS brings MPEG-4, MPEG-7, DVB-MHP and Internet together for interactive multimedia broadcasting

World’s first prototype system represents important milestone towards integrated broadcast and Internet architecture for interactive audio/visual-services based on open standards.

At the International Broadcast Conference in Amsterdam (IST-Village in Westhal, stand 3.111), IRT and its partners in the European IST project SAMBITS*) showed today the world’s first prototype of an integrated broadcast and Internet concept for interactive audio/visual-services based on open standards, such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MPEG-7 and DVB-MHP. SAMBITS “System for Advanced Multimedia Broadcast and Information Technology Services” developed a new system architecture for production, transmission and reception of integrated broadcast & Internet services. As one of the major goals this project demonstrates the substantial enhancements possible to the broadcast when integrating the multimedia standards MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 into the broadcast technology. The joint utilisation of DVB and the Internet for making content available to the user opens new applications with a personalised viewing experience.

SAMBITS “System for Advanced Multimedia Broadcast and Information Technology Services” deals with future multimedia-broadcast platforms for interactive audio/visual-services, which are based on open standards. The IST project has developed an integrated architecture for the production, transmission and reception of conventional digital TV broadcast services combined with multimedia broadcasting and the Internet. SAMBITS addresses the complete end-to-end delivery chain, including tools for on- and offline multimedia production. One of the major achievements of this project has been to base the implementation on the MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 standards integrated into the DVB-MHP (Multimedia Home Platform) broadcast technology to provide a range of integrated broadcast and Internet multimedia services. It significantly contributed to the further development and evaluation of the open standards MPEG-7 and DVB-MHP.

SAMBITS allows to demonstrate to the broadcasters, most of whom are also offering internet services, the integration of MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 standards as part of their multimedia services both for MPEG-2 broadcasting and internet applications.

- The services consist of high quality video based broadcast services enhanced by multimedia elements and interactive personalised information retrieval through the Internet.
- Web-based content including streaming content, which belongs to the service, can be routed either via the Internet or broadcast delivery channel.
- Indexing the content by MPEG-7 enables the consumer to search for related content on the current broadcast, on local disc, and even on the Internet.
- The user is able to make interactive choices and manipulations by selecting 2-D or 3-D MPEG-4 objects or by entering textual responses.
- All these services are delivered to and displayed on an off-the-shelf terminal platform implementing the DVB-MHP standard.

The SAMBITS demo at the IST-Village provides an insight into future service scenarios, which will be enabled by new interactive systems, toward deeper user-participation through local and remote interactivity and understanding of user’s preferences.

Two scenarios have been selected for the demos at IBC’2001:
• Interactive Eurovision Song Contest 2001 (Production: EBU, Bayerischer Rundfunk and IRT)
The interactive audio and video broadcast of the Eurovision Song Contest 2001 contains all the key
programme elements, the main programme in MPEG-2, songs of former winners, introduction to the
countries, voting for the countries, background information about EBU and so on. The scenario calls for a
video “live” feed from a backstage camera, as well as for a large amount of supporting text, images and
audio/video clips related to the Eurovision Song Contest including a 3D "hall of fame" created by MPEG-4
BIFS.

• Dinosaurs Science (Production: BBC)
This scenario was taken from one 11-minute 'act' of a TV series, produced by the BBC (“Walking with
Dinosaurs”). The excerpt which will be shown at IBC’2001 has been employing a range of methods, such
as generating web pages, adding video clips, and providing other supporting material, such as a video and
key signal of a sign-language interpreter.

A typical SAMBITS scene, with main TV program, MPEG-4 3D-Navigation and news ticker

*) SAMBITS is an IST project sponsored by the European Union and led by the Institut für Rundfunktechnik GmbH
(IRT). Partners are Bayerischer Rundfunk (BR), British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), Brunel University,
European Broadcasting Union (EBU), Fraunhofer Institut für Integrierte Publikations- und Informationssysteme,
Heinrich-Hertz-Institut GmbH (HHI), KPN Research, Philips Research, Queen Mary, University of London, Siemens
AG and Telenor AS,
More information on SAMBITS is available from www.irt.de/sambits/.

About IRT: The Institut für Rundfunktechnik GmbH (IRT) is the research and development center of the public
service broadcasters in Germany (ARD, ZDF, DLR), in Austria (ORF) and in Switzerland (SRG/SSR). The IRT,
which was founded in 1956, is a non-profit company and employs about 200 persons. The R&D work is managed
within five business areas: audio Broadcasting, television, broadcasting coverage, collaborative research, and R&D
services. For further information, see www.irt.de

Contact:
Gerhard Stoll
Email: Stoll@irt.de

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
IST-Village, Stand 3.111
Tel: +49 89 32399 347
SAMBITS @ IST-Village

New multimedia-broadcast architecture for interactive audio/visual-services based on DVB-MHP

Some of the current European EC projects on Interfaces & Enhanced Services as well as Signal Processing & Mixed-Reality are showing their systems at the ISTV “Information Society Technologies Village” (Stand 3.111). One of these projects, SAMBITS “System for Advanced Multimedia Broadcast and Information Technology Services” deals with future multimedia-broadcast platforms for interactive audiovisual-services, which are based on open standards for production, delivery and consumption of multimedia content. SAMBITS addresses the complete end-to-end delivery chain, including tools for on- and offline multimedia production and contributes to further development and evaluation of open standards, such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MPEG-7, DVB-ETSI and MHP in the broadcast and Internet domain.

The IST project SAMBITS has developed an integrated architecture for the production, transmission and reception of conventional digital TV broadcast services combined with multimedia broadcasting and the Internet. One of the major achievements of this project has been to base the implementation on the MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 standards integrated into the DVB-MHP (Multimedia Home Platform) broadcast technology to provide a range of integrated broadcast and Internet multimedia services.

The SAMBITS Multimedia Studio Technology includes tools for off-line and real-time design of new interactive multimedia services. These allow insertion of MPEG-4 content to provide local and remote interactivity and MPEG-7 metadata allowing easy and personalised access to additional content. With this technology integrated services can be created for access to broadcast and multimedia content in a synchronised way or independently.

The SAMBITS Multimedia Terminal Technology is based on DVB-MHP and allows for personalised access and usage of broadcast and or Internet information. This is done through integrated broadcast and Internet reception at home and a return-channel through the Internet, allowing for personalised additional information. Emerging technologies such as MPEG-4 are used to effectively compose and render heterogeneous multimedia content. MPEG-7 with query construction and searching is used to access additional programme-related information.

SAMBITS allows to demonstrate to the broadcasters, most of whom are also offering internet services, the integration of MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 standards as part of their multimedia services both for MPEG-2 broadcasting and internet applications.

- The services consist of high quality video based broadcast services enhanced by multimedia elements and interactive personalised information retrieval through the Internet.
- Web-based content, which belongs to the service, can be routed either via the Internet or broadcast delivery channel.
- The services allow to access information from remote or local storage.
- The user is able to make interactive choices and manipulations by selecting 2-D or 3-D MPEG-4 objects or by entering textual responses.
- All these services are delivered on a common terminal platform based on the DVB-MHP standard.

The SAMBITS demo at the IST-Village provides an insight into future demonstration scenarios, which will be enabled by new interactive systems, toward deeper user-participation through local and remote interactivity and understanding of user’s preferences.

Two scenarios have been selected for the demos at IBC’2001:

- Interactive Eurovision Song Contest 2001 (Production: EBU, Bayerischer Rundfunk and IRT) The interactive audio and video broadcast of the Eurovision Song Contest 2001 contains all the key programme elements, the main programme in MPEG-2, songs of former winners, introduction to the countries, voting for the countries, background information about EBU and so on. The scenario calls for a video “live” feed from a backstage camera, as well as for a large amount of supporting text, images and
audio/video clips related to the Eurovision Song Contest including a 3D "hall of fame" created by MPEG-4 BIFS.

- **Dinosaurs Science (Production: BBC)**
  This scenario was taken from one 11-minute 'act' of a TV series, produced by the BBC (“Walking with Dinosaurs”). The excerpt which will be shown at IBC’2001 has been enhanced with the intention of delivery using a range of methods, so the generation of web pages, additional video clips, and other supporting material, such as a video and key signal of a sign-language interpreter.

These scenarios are implemented as “walk through” demonstrations, which show the particular functionalities and features of the SAMBITS system.
9. Appendix: Project Flyers

_Project Flyers: see pages 32 - 47_
ISTV - INFORMATION SOCIETY TECHNOLOGY VILLAGE

The ISTV - Information Society Technology Village presents a joint demonstration of several projects in the IST clusters Interfaces & Enhanced Services and Signal Processing & Mixed Reality.

THE PARTICIPATING PROJECTS ARE:

MEGA: Multisensory Expressive Gesture Applications

MyTV: Personalized Services for Digital Television

New media consumption in Extended interactive TeleVision environment

OCCAMM: Open Components for Controlled Access to Multimedia Material

OPENISE: Open Platform for Enhanced Interactive Services

SAMBITS: System for Advanced Multimedia Broadcast and Information Technology Services

SONG: Portals of Next Generation

These projects deal with future multimedia platforms for interactive audiovisual services. They contribute to the further development and evaluation of open standards, such as MPEG-2, TV Anytime, DVB-TETRA, IETF, Wi3C and SDMI in the broadcast and Internet domains.

Multimedia delivery platforms based on open standards for the production, delivery and use of interactive multimedia content are core to these projects.

All projects address a part of the end-to-end delivery chain. Whereas SAMBITS considers the overall chain, including the tools for on-line and off-line multimedia production, NetTV investigates new programme concepts in which viewers are involved in the programme creation and affect the content of the programme.

The MyTV platform enables consumers to have access to content and services at their convenience, independently of the moment of broadcasting.

OCCAMM addresses the problem of open architectures and interfaces for on-line access to digital content with IPR (Intellectual Property Rights) protection and management, seen as an evolutionary process from today's piecemeal initiatives to full-fledged multimedia.

SenG develops building blocks for the next generation of portals and demonstrates in a real-time application how they allow a more natural access to services.

OPENISE develops an open end-to-end platform for the support of advanced and multimedia services with high-quality content retrieval and streaming, over broadband, QoS-tailored Internet connections and access networks.

MEGA explores user participation through expressive gesture and enhanced non-verbal communication, including music, human body movement, and the understanding of user's preferences and mood.

The ISTV provides an insight into future demonstration scenarios, which will be enabled by these new interactive systems.

In addition, business models and evolving business roles are addressed for the different key actors of the end-to-end chain.
TV-ANYTIME

"Watch what you want when you want"

TV-Anytime will allow viewers to watch programmes in the way they want and when they want. Viewers will be able to explore and acquire TV content from a variety of sources, including traditional broadcast and next-generation interactive services - in presentation at any time. TV-Anytime will combine the immediacy of television with the flexibility of the internet.

The specifications defined by the TV-Anytime forum will enable applications to exploit local persistent storage in consumer electronics platforms, focusing on interoperable end-to-end systems, from content creation through service providers to consumers.

WWW.TV-ANYTIME.ORG

MULTIMEDIA HOME PLATFORM

The Multimedia Home Platform (MHP) defines a generic interface between interactive digital applications and the terminals on which those applications execute. This interface decouples different provider’s applications from the specific hardware and software details of different MHP terminal implementations. It enables digital content providers to address all types of terminals ranging from low-end to high-end set-top boxes, integrated digital TV sets and multimedia PCs. The MHP extends the existing, successful DVD open standards for broadcast and interactive services in all transmission networks including satellite, cable, terrestrial and microwave systems.

WWW.MHP.ORG

COOPERATING PARTNERS

PHILIPS RESEARCH
Prof. Holstlaan 4
5656 AA Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Contact person:
Geerhard Mekenkamp
E-mail: Geerhard.Mekenkamp@Philips.com

NOKIA CORPORATION

BBC - BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION

NOS - NEDERLANDS OMROEP PRODUCTIE BEDRIJF

RAI - RADIO TELEVISIONE ITALIANA

UNIVERSITY OF LIVORNO

NDS - (ASSISTANT PARTNER)

Public project website:
http://www.costa-research.philips.com/evprojects/mytv/

myTV is an IST project (number 12702) sponsored by the European Union.
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myTV project description

The myTV project demonstrates new options for future television. Through its active involvement in the TV-Anytime Forum it proposes new solutions, and validates them by developing implementations on MHP based personal video recorder platforms.

myTV makes TV-Anytime’s slogan “Watch what you want, when you want” happen for the user.

the following features will create this experience:

1. Personalized TV channels: Using automatic recording based on a user-profile the system will automatically record the programmes that you like, thus creating a virtual channel with programmes that fit your interest.

2. Trailer recording: When a trailer of a programme is broadcast, just pressing the record button will make the system record the programme for you, whatever the broadcast time and channel will be.

3. Group recording: Broadcasters and service providers can provide a grouping of programmes (such as the best movies this week or this year’s programmes) about the environment, making it easy to record many interesting programmes in one instant.

4. Remote programming: Via the Internet the system can be controlled, allowing you to select programmes for recording. Additionally indirect access is possible from webpages of e.g. broadcasters and selecting to send a recording suggestion for an interesting programme to your system.

5. Browsing stored content: programmes that have been recorded can be easily browsed. Information about the programme will help you decide whether to play it back or not.

the system

Personal Video Recorders with local storage have the potential to change the way people watch TV drastically. Broadcasters times become irrelevant to the viewers.

For broadcasters and content providers, trailer recording, group recording and remote programming offer new ways to lock their viewers. Furthermore it enables targeted advertising, exploiting the return channel and offering new applications via MHP.

The system relies on content reference identifiers (CRIDs) that are being standardized in the TV-Anytime Forum. Using CRIDs it becomes possible to uniquely refer to TV content allowing to select a programme for recording before broadcast time and data are known. Furthermore it allows a CRID to be sent from a website to the personal video recorder.

The myTV project effectively combines TV-Anytime’s solutions for local storage and third-party metadata services with MHP.

downloadable navigators

Via MHP broadcasters can send their own applications to each PVR. Within the myTV project, four of such applications have been developed.

BBC Navigator

- Easy navigation
- Profile management
- Virtual channel

BBC Interactive Programme Applicaton

- Non-linear viewing
- Choosing segments

NHB SegmenteD latest news

- Automatic latest news recording
- Choosing segments

RAI Navigator

- Display DVB-Site Information
- Select channels
- Start other MHP applications

residenT navigators

In the myTV project, Nokia and Philips each have developed their own version of a Personal Video Recorder demonstrating true interoperability of the TV-Anytime standard.

The resident navigators of Philips and Nokia
The NexTV project develops attractive concepts for consumer applications that demonstrate the viability of combining Internet and broadcast technologies.

Two interactive applications have been developed, which use MPEG-4. Interactive DVB-MHP (Digital Video Broadcasting: Multimedia Home Platforms) and web technology. These applications are focused on the delivery and use of interactive content.

NexTV is an IST project (number 12088) sponsored by the European Union.
**Delivery of interactive content: myGuide**

The myGuide application is an interactive programme guide for a general audience. The application provides personalized TV entertainment and information, integrates web and broadcast on the receiver, and provides E-commerce links via the TV.

Users can choose content from different service providers and of different formats. Broadcast/streaming and web content are seamlessly integrated at the client side. Different media formats are combined in myGuide and there are multiple concurrent providers for one client.

The integration of technologies is demonstrated on the MHP (DVB) platform and on the ATSC (Advanced Television Systems Committee) platform.

**Use of interactive content: TOONS**

The TOONS application is a digital interactive story-telling application for children based on the technical possibilities offered by MPEG-4 and HbbTV technology.

The application was developed in an iterative process in which users provide the input for the development of the interactive story. The interactive story consists of several different story elements, such as decision points, story lines and characters. The children can choose between these story elements during the actual broadcast and create a story to their own liking.

The interaction with the story takes place via playful, tangible devices, such as an iPhc or even more tangible devices.

**NextTV key benefits**

**Delivery of interactive content - myGuide**

- Users have portals for accessing various services and content.
- Users of the interactive programme guide can receive:
  - Information about schedules of programmes from third parties
  - Personalized content based on their preferences
  - Personal advertisement based on the programme that is being viewed
- Users can shop in the virtual shopping centre and communicate with sales agents via a back-channel.
- Efficient and timely delivery of services is accomplished by means of the seamless scene composition of MPEG-2-encoded and MPEG-4-encoded visual information.

**Use of interactive content - TOONS**

- Users have tangible devices to interact with the multimedia content within a programme.
- Users can participate in the TOONS programme to create their own personalized experience.
- Users can:
  - modify, change and control the content
  - make their personalized version of the story
  - give input to the development of the story
  - configure the look of the characters in the story
- Interactive MPEG-4 multimedia objects are used to facilitate the user experience.
The OCCAMM approach is being validated through a series of practical trials with 'real life' users in consumer, business-to-business and educational contexts.

The first system demonstration is planned for the end of 2000, with trials going on throughout 2001. Content will include music, multimedia teaching material and photographs.

Stefano Dal Lago, CSELT
Tel: +39 011 228 6143
Fax: +39 011 228 6299
Email: stefano.dallago@cselt.it
HTTP://SRABON.CSELT.IT/PROJECTS/OCCAMM/

Participants:
OCCAMM is a joint effort between major European technology companies, research centers and service providers.

Find out more...
OCCAMM's unique features will benefit content providers, e-tailers, portals, telcos and others involved in online content distribution - as well as making the user experience seamless and transparent. Contact us for more information on what OCCAMM does, and how it may be of use to you.

A collaborative project part funded by the European Commission under the Framework V IST Program
**PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS...**

Advanced online distribution services, such as music, download or video on demand, need to manage and protect their valuable content at all points in the system.

Only authorised users should have rights to access content, and appropriate payment should be made for such rights.

**BENEFITS:**

- Users access content without worrying about different security technologies used by different providers.
- Services are not tied to particular platforms (PC, set top box etc).
- Users can connect via IP, broadcast, wireless networks etc.
- Access to content by "hacking" the underlying platform is inhibited.
- "Dangerous" content cannot interfere with the user platform.

**... A TRULY OPEN SOLUTION**

OCCAMM is developing a software tool set, in line with MPEG, OPIMA & SSMI open standards, to control access, delivery, use, rights management and payment of multimedia content.

For the first time, this will allow interoperability between security components, freeing end users and service providers from being "tied in" to proprietary solutions.

Security components, such as IPMPS, watermarking, scrambling, smart cards, key management and authentication tools, slot into the OCCAMM Client in a modular way.

The OPIMA framework makes a clear distinction between the providers of the platform, the service and the IPMPS. Users can select and move between providers as desired without being "tied in".

Security components, such as IPMPS, watermarking, scrambling, smart cards, key management and authentication tools, slot into the OCCAMM Client in a modular way.

Security components, such as IPMPS, watermarking, scrambling, smart cards, key management and authentication tools, slot into the OCCAMM Client in a modular way.

Content is protected by the OVM, and access is controlled via IPMPS (Intellectual Property Management & Protection Systems) or OVMS (Digital Rights Management Systems) which can be "plugged in" interchangeably.
OPENISE APPLICATIONS: VIRTUAL CONFERENCING

- Conferences are served around a simulated conferencing table, i.e., they are integrated into a 3D virtual meeting room which approximates a natural conferencing environment more tightly than a conventional videoconference application.
- 3D objects in the meeting room act as metaphors for services, options, information etc., e.g., a telephone at the table represents means to include other people for conferencing. Hence, the virtual meeting space acts as an innovative and exciting user interface for conferencing.

KEY PROJECT FEATURES:

- **MPEG4 Streamer:** RTSP/RTCP, ITS marking, VCR Control, unicast/multicast mode, flexmap streaming.
- **Streamer Hardware:** SAN, fibre Pentium, HBA boards.
- **MPEG4 Terminal:** Java-based, Flexmap, RTCP.
- **MPEG4 Authoring:** Java-based GUI, BIFS, interactive MPEG4 authoring tool.
- **MPEG4 Conferencing:** multiassembly, TOS marking, RSVP, IP QoS.
- **Access Networks:** broadband ADSL and WLAN access.
- **Content:** Natural Video/Audio, Synthetic (VRML).

CONSORTIUM

- **Thomson (Coordinator)**
  - 1, rue de l'Industrie
  - 75016 Paris

- **Contact Person:** Olimpiu Negru
  - Email: olimpiu.negru@thomson.thomson-ctf.com
  - Phone: +33 (0) 1 34 90 35 36

- **CNRT**
- **CEFRIEL**
- **FRW**
- **COMPAQ**
- **NTUA**
- **INRIA**
- **ORCIT**
- **SIEMENS ICM**
- **SIEMENS**
- **VIDEOTIME**
- **T-Novate**
- **T-Novate**

WWW.IST-OPENISE.NET
**OPENISE GOALS**

- Develop an open and scalable platform for the support of advanced networked multimedia services with high quality content retrieval and streaming (MPEG4) including innovative multi-user communication capabilities.
- Define/prototype a high performance application and streaming platform.
- Define/author advanced applications designed to exploit the platform, as well as to create a realistic, friendly and interactive end-user experience.
- Study/realize protocols and technologies for the network delivery platform, ensuring efficient support of QoS, IP multicasting and fast access on copper (DSL) and radio (WLAN).
- Integrate/test-up application, content and network components.
- Define/perform set-up application, content and network experiments.

**OPENISE Activity Areas**

**In the Multimedia Application and Content Technologies Area OPENISE**:

- Integrates, experiments and validates technologies supporting innovative and interactive applications.
- Develops a MPEG4 multimedia platform for content and applications data storage and for content recording and streaming.
- Implements retrieval and streaming of MPEG4 high quality multimedia content.
- Through field experiments will evaluate feedbacks by users on the offered services.

**In the Advanced Broadband Networking Technologies Area OPENISE**:

- Specifies and deploys adaptive techniques aiming to guarantee QoS over IP networks.
- Supports QoS monitoring in point-to-multipoint scenarios.
- Integrates the selected protocols and mechanisms in the project platform, taking care of the appropriate network nodes adaptation.
- Tests and experiments in a laboratory environment, copper-based and a radio-based access technology.

**OPENISE APPLICATIONS: INTERACTIVE TV**

The interactive TV & Entertainment application is built as a virtual city where different buildings play the role of different services.

The user may watch movies (VideoStore), documentaries or cultural events (ShowStore), collect news of interest (NewsStore) or join a multifaceted group (MultiStore).

The contents show the Glazart building, where the user can select to see a movie among several previews.
SAMBITS PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The IST project SAMBITS has developed an integrated architecture, for the production, transmission and reception of conventional digital TV broadcast services combined with multimedia broadcasting and the Internet. One of the major achievements of this project has been to base the implementation on the MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 standards integrated into the DVB-MHP (Multi-media Home Platform) broadcast technology to provide a range of integrated broadcast and Internet multimedia services.

The SAMBITS Multimedia Studio Technology includes tools for off-line and real-time design of new interactive multimedia services. These allow insertion of MPEG-4 content to provide local and remote interactivity and MPEG-7 metadata allowing easy and personalised access to additional content.

This technology integrated services can be created for access to broadcast and multimedia content in a synchronised way or independently.

The SAMBITS Multimedia Terminal Technology is based on DVB-MHP allowing for personalisation of access and usage of broadcast and Internet information. This is done through integrated broadcast and Internet reception at home and a return channel through the Internet, allowing for personalisation of additional information. Emerging technologies such as MPEG-4 are used to effectively compose and render heterogeneous multimedia content. MPEG-7 with query construction and searching is used to access additional programme-related information.

SAMBITS BROADCAST AND INTERNET SERVICES

SAMBITS allows to demonstrate to the broadcasters, most of whom are also offering Internet services, the integration of MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 standards as part of their multimedia services both for MPEG-2 broadcasting and Internet applications. The services consist of high quality video based broadcast services enhanced by multimedia elements and interactive personalised information retrieval through the Internet. Web-based content, which belongs to the service, can be routed either via the Internet or broadcast delivery channel. The services allow to access information from remote or local storage. The user is able to make interactive choices and manipulations by selecting 2D or 3D MPEG-4 objects or by entering textual responses. All these services are delivered on a common terminal platform based on the DVB-MHP standard.

SAMBITS MULTIMEDIA TERMINAL SYSTEM

The SAMBITS terminal is a DTV compliant, DVB-Set-top-box, including a PC with local storage, a DVD receiver board and additional functionalities required for the Internet access, graphic display and audio/video playback.

The main building blocks of the terminal are the MPEG-2 broadcast de-multiplexer, which has to split the MPEG-2 transport stream, the player for MPEG-2, the MPEG-4 and JPEG engines and the Internet access interface. It further contains the user interface engine and the storage manager, which controls the local storage. Control of the various resources, such as MPEG-4, JPEG-7, etc., is performed by a central Java application, which is the main control engine.

The terminal provides users simultaneous access to high quality digital video, as provided by DVB, and to the broadcasters' web-pages, interactive services, streaming content and databases of the Internet. The terminal benefits from cross-links between data stored on a broadcast server and an Internet server which is fully transparent to the user whether the data itself is transmitted via the broadcast channel, the Internet, or has been already stored on the local storage in the SAMBITS terminal.
SOng (portals of Next Generation)

Portals are a new term, generally synonymous with "access point to resources and services". Current leading portals are Yahoo, Excite, Netscape and Lycos. A number of large access providers offer portals for their own users. Typical services offered by portals include directory of resources, search tools, news, weather information, email, stock quotes, price and map information, and a community forum. More specifically, portals provide embedded services in multimedia information. A shopping service can be embedded in a virtual shopping mall. Services provided by an intelligent agent can be embedded in a realistic 3D virtual human.

Portals provide multimodal interaction between users and services (e.g., talking to a virtual human to make a request) as well as interaction between real users (e.g., multimodal conferencing). They also provide personalization and customization of both the worlds for the user to tailor their own services in a dynamic way. SoCle is among the first portals to offer users the ability to create a site that is personalized for individual interests.

The objective of the project is to develop the building blocks for the next generation of portals and to demonstrate in a real-time E-Commerce application how they allow a more natural access to services.

The technology building blocks of the SOng project are:

1. Shared, dynamic and real-time virtual spaces;
2. Animation of realistic synthetic faces and bodies and rich media;
3. Software agents capturing human characteristics and learning user profiles;
4. Intuitive interfaces for navigation and interaction in information spaces;
5. Delivery of information with QoS monitoring.

Multi-modal interaction: natural and synthetic speech

Application scenario: customer care centre for communication equipment

2. Company description

2.1 Blaxxun interactive

Blaxxun interactive is an international company with offices in Munich and San Francisco. The company is the world leader in technologies for virtual worlds, a rapidly growing market driven by increasingly powerful personal devices and ever improving internet accessibility for the general population. Blaxxun provides products and complete solutions for the Commerce, Community and Collaboration markets, including applications such as co-line shopping, banking, customer service, online events, virtual cities, customer clubs, interest communities, virtual universities and virtual offices.

http://www.blaxxun.com

2.8 CSELT

CSELT is the Telecom Italia Group Company for study, research, experimentation and qualification in telecommunications and information technologies. The Centre is located in Torino since its foundation in 1911. Over the years, CSELT has reached excellent standards of technical expertise, which qualify to successfully operate in most of the fields related to Information & Communications Technologies. Through its own research activities, CSELT contributes to innovation in new telecommunication services, advanced applications and integrated solutions as well as developing advanced systems scenarios.

http://www.cselt.it

2.3 EPFL

The Computer Graphics Lab (LIG) at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL) in Lausanne was founded in July 1999 by its director, Professor Daniel Thalmann. The laboratory is mainly involved in computer animation and virtual reality. LIG is especially well-known for the creation and animation of virtual actors like the Virtual Marilyn Monroe, created jointly with MIWAlab. Research is oriented towards Virtual Humans in Virtual Worlds.

http://www.ligo.epfl.ch
COOPERATING PARTNERS:

DIST - UNIVERSITY OF GENOVA
Contact person: Antonio Camurri
Email: multimedia@dist.unige.it
Tel: +39 010 3532968
Fax: +39 010 3532968

DEI - UNIVERSITY OF PADOVA

IPEM - UNIVERSITY OF GENT

KTH - ROYAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

UPPSALA UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

TELEKOM, NORWAY

GEM, ITALY

CONSORZIO PISA RICERCA, ITALY

EBOMESIA, ITALY

more details on www.megaproject.org
EU/IST 3-year project
Public project website: http://www.megaproject.org
MEGA PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The MEGA project is about the modeling and communication of expressive and emotional content in non-visual interaction using multi-sensory interfaces in shared interactive mixed reality environments.

The project focuses on music performance and full-body movements as first class conveyors of expressive and emotional content.

MAIN RESEARCH ISSUES

- Analysis of expressive gestures: the analysis of the expressive content conveyed through full body movement and musical gestures;
- Synthesis of expressive gesture: the communication of expressive content through computer generated expressive gesture, such as music performances, movement of virtual as well as real (robotic) characters, expressive utilization of visual media;
- Strategies for mapping the data coming from analysis onto the multimodal output.

MEGA: EXPRESSIVE MEDIA FOR NOVEL MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS

The project aims at enhancing users utilization and fruition of Mixed Reality environments by means of expressive content recognition, modeling and communication.

The project addresses shared multimodal interactive MR environments observing the users within them, especially in their movements, analyzing the expressive content, communicating with them by means of effective, expressive, multimodal outputs.

MEGA contributes to artistic performances and museum exhibits by providing expressive media technologies (the MEGA System Environment - MEGASE) for testing project outputs with artists and end users.

MEGASE is grounded on the OpenWeb Open-Software Platform http://openweb.dist.unige.ch/index.html

INTERACTIVE PERFORMANCE FOR HUMAN DANCER AND VIRTUAL PIANIST

A dancer performs a choreography dancing on a computer-generated performance of a pre-existing musical score. The aim is to control in real-time, like a real pianist, the expressive character of the music performance by means of the dancer expressive movement. Analysis of expressive cues in dance (e.g., weight, directness,...) is performed in real-time and the dancer’s expressive intentions are mapped to abstract expression space. The dancer’s expressive intentions influence the automatic music performance in a coherent way. A heavy dance corresponds to a heavy music performance.

ONGOING RESEARCH IN MEGA:

ALGORITHMS FOR ANALYSIS OF EXPRESSIVENESS IN MUSIC:

- Auditory models;
- Real-time beat tracking from audio signals;
- Extraction of expressive cues (e.g., roughness)

ALGORITHMS FOR ANALYSIS OF EXPRESSIVENESS IN DANCE:

- Real-time movement tracking based on videocamera, on wearable sensors/accelerometers;
- Extraction of expressive cues in movement: directness, fluency, energy, stability, contraction/diaphragm

ALGORITHMS FOR SYNTHESIS OF EXPRESSIVENESS IN MUSIC:

- Synthesis of expressive cues for music performance (e.g., hardness, heavy/light);
- Moody music performance - synthesis of emotional coloring;
- Groove music performance - synthesis of musical motion;
- Director Muzio: a software tool for musical expressiveness;

ALGORITHMS FOR SYNTHESIS OF EXPRESSIVENESS IN MOVEMENT:

- DOPR-based synthesis of 3D cloth motion
- Visual representation of expressive cues